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For two decades, the Toyota Highlander has been a favorite among midsize SUV drivers. 
Not only is it reliable and capable, but it also pushes the boundaries when it comes to 
technology, convenience, and style—and the 2020 Toyota Highlander follows suit.

There are many incredible elements that go into creating a vehicle like this. Inside this 
Buyer’s Guide to the 2020 Toyota Highlander, you’ll get a closer look at each of them. 
That way, you can better understand what this model will add to your unique lifestyle.

You’ll learn about the Highlander’s unique and robust design, what makes it move, how 
it keeps you safe, its cutting-edge technology features, and more. First, let’s start with a 
glance at the 2020 Toyota Highlander’s outstanding specifications! 

A Glance at the 2020 Toyota Highlander
 
 • Passenger capacity: 7-8 passengers, depending on the configuration
 • Legroom (front/middle/rear): 42 inches/41 inches/27.7 inches
 • Maximum cargo space: Up to 84.3 cubic feet
 • Top power output: 295 horsepower & 263 lb-ft of torque
 • Maximum towing capacity: Up to 5,000 pounds when properly equipped
 • Best fuel economy: EPA-estimated 20 city/27 highway MPG1
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Design: A Body Built for Adventure 
 
The 2020 Toyota Highlander classifies as a midsize SUV, a versatile body style that 
focuses on both handling and interior space. The exterior of the Highlander is newly 
redesigned with robust exterior lines, a domineering front face, and a striking front grille.

Inside the cabin, you’ll get up to eight seats with two seats up front, three in the middle 
row, and three in the third row. You can also opt for second-row captain’s chairs, which 
will give you seven total seats and a little bit of extra storage space in the middle of  
the cabin.

Either way, every passenger on board will have plenty of space to spread out and get 
comfortable with more than 139 total cubic feet of passenger space to share with 
these dimensions: 

First Row of Seats Second Row of Seats Third Row of Seats
Headroom 39.6 inches 39.4 inches 36.1 inches
Hip Room 57.2 inches 57 inches 45.6 inches
Legroom 42 inches 41 inches 27.7 inches
Shoulder Room 59 inches 58.4 inches 55 inches

As an SUV, the Highlander also prioritizes cargo space. With this model, you’ll have 
all kinds of cargo configurations to work with. Keep both of the rear rows of seats right 
where they are and you’ll have 16 cubic feet of cargo space.

Utilize the 60/40 split-folding capabilities of the third row to take advantage of the 48.4 
cubic feet behind the second row. You’ll still have five seats and the capability to pack 
in a week’s worth of camping equipment or full-size suitcases for vacation.

For the most cargo space possible with this model, fold down both of the rear rows. This 
will give you a whopping 84.3 cubic feet of cargo space behind the first row of seats.
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Comfort: More Than Just Wiggle Room

Space plays a big role in keeping you and your passengers comfortable. However, it’s only 
half of what makes the cabin of the 2020 Toyota Highlander comfortable. The Highlander 
offers an array of high-end amenities, starting with the three-zone automatic climate control 
system with an air filter and separate controls for the driver, front passengers, and  
rear-seat passengers.

You can also opt for SofTex®-trimmed front- and second-row seats or leather-trimmed front- 
and second-row seats. With either material, you’ll get heated seating surfaces in the front 
two seats as well as 10-way power adjustability with 4-way lumbar support. With the leather 
trimming, though, you’ll also get ventilation capabilities in the front two seats.

To ensure that you’re cozy no matter how intense the weather outside may be, you can 
also go with an available heated steering wheel and heated second-row seats. Kick back, 
relax, and enjoy the view with the available panoramic moonroof.

Performance: Ready for Anything

Leading the way in the 2020 Toyota Highlander is a powerful 3.5L V6 engine. It comes 
equipped with Dual Variable Valve Timing with intelligence (VVT-i) as well. You’ll also get 
the Stop and Start Engine System, which helps maximize the fuel economy.

This power-packed engine produces an impressive 295 horsepower and 263 lb-ft of 
torque. When you pair this power with other available towing equipment, you’ll be able to 
move up to 5,000 pounds of trailer weight with this model. Thanks to this capability, you’ll 
be able to bring all kinds of items on your journeys, including:

 • A small hard-side RV for weekends in solitude
 • Small recreational boats for tranquil days on the water
 • Utility trailers strapped with big toys 
 • A lightweight travel trailer packed with boxes
 • A flatbed trailer stacked with DIY project supplies

Working together with this engine is an 8-speed electronically controlled automatic 
transmission and a standard Front-Wheel Drive system. Off-roaders can swap the latter 
feature out for an available All-Wheel Drive system or a Dynamic Torque Vectoring  
All-Wheel Drive system.

The Highlander still doesn’t stop there. This model also offers an available Multi-Terrain 
Select system, which gives you the choice between four selectable modes. Switch 
between MUD & SAND Mode, ROCK & DIRT Mode, SNOW Mode, and NORMAL Mode for 
improved traction in any driving circumstances.
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Convenience: Next-Level Technology 

In today’s day and age, connectivity is essential when you’re behind the wheel. The 
2020 Toyota Highlander delivers with an expansive selection of state-of-the-art tech 
features, starting with an available 12.3-inch touchscreen infotainment system.

Use the huge and responsive touchscreen display of this system to access a variety of 
features. When you’re strapped in and ready to go, bring up the turn-by-turn directions 
to make your way towards the destination. Once you’re out on the road, play your 
favorite playlist or podcast by using Apple CarPlay® or Android Auto™. When you need to 
make a phone call while on the go, use the hands-free Bluetooth® system to do so while 
keeping your eyes on the road. Once your phone call is done, enjoy fully jamming out to 
your selected songs thanks to the 11-speaker JBL® premium sound system. 

With the Highlander, you’ll also have access to Amazon Alexa, which connects your 
vehicle with your smart-home devices. From inside the vehicle, you can turn the house 
lights on and off, change the temperature of the house, and more. From inside the 
house, you can unlock the doors, start the engine, and even adjust the climate. All of this 
is done with just the sound of your voice.

Ramp up convenience even more with an available Qi-compatible wireless smartphone 
charging pad. Forgot your charging cord? No problem. Just place your compatible 
smartphone on the pad and be on your way. Continue to stream music, make phone 
calls, and access your apps even while it’s charging.

Have all of your essential driving information delivered right to your line of sight with the 
available 10-inch color Head-Up Display. This feature projects helpful information—like 
your speed, navigation, and information from the Road Sign Assist feature—right in front 
of you on the windshield. That way, you don’t have to look away from the road to review 
crucial information.
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Safety: A Step Ahead Every Step of the Way

The 2020 Toyota Highlander was designed with your family in mind. Boasting an array of 
active and passive safety features, you’ll be able to get your whole crew anywhere you 
want to go knowing your Highlander has your back.

Standardly, this model comes equipped with two incredible safety suites—the Star Safety 
System™ and Toyota Safety Sense™ 2.0— that are designed to act like a second set of 
eyes on the road to keep you safe no matter where you go. See what features come with 
each system:

The Star Safety System™ features are active features that work on their own to keep you 
on track. For instance, Enhanced Vehicle Stability Control acts automatically to make 
your ride as smooth as possible.

The Toyota Safety Sense™ 2.0 suite, on the other hand, are reactive features that respond 
to data that they collect while you’re driving. Based on this data, they either alert you or 
act automatically to help prevent accidents and collisions.

For example, the Full-Speed Range Dynamic Radar Cruise Control adjusts your speed 
based on the speed of vehicles in front of you on the road. Meanwhile, the Pre-Collision 
System with Pedestrian Detection warns you of potential frontal collisions with other 
detected vehicles and pedestrians and can even pump the brakes for you.

Round out your safety arsenal with a few additional available features, such as the Blind 
Spot Monitor with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert as well as Front and Rear Parking Assist with 
Automated Braking. 

Star Safety System™ Toyota Safety Sense™ 2.0

• Enhanced Vehicle Stability Control
• Traction Control
• Anti-lock Brake System
• Electronic Brake-force Distribution
• Brake Assist
• Smart Stop Technology®

• Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection
• Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist
• Lane Tracing Assist
• Automatic High Beams
• Full-Speed Range Dynamic Radar Cruise Control
• Road Sign Assist and Cyclist Detection
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Experience the 2020 Toyota Highlander!

In this Buyer’s Guide to the 2020 Toyota Highlander, you got just a taste of what this 
model has to offer. The only way to get the full experience of this incredible SUV is to get 
behind the wheel. Locate your local Toyota dealership and schedule a test drive today!
1 2020 EPA-estimated mileage. Actual mileage will vary.


